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Abstract. We derive the speci cation of a primary partition and a par-

titionable fail-aware node membership service in a top-down fashion.
The derived speci cations are fail-aware in the sense that each client of
a membership server can learn if the server currently provides its standard semantics or an exception semantics because too many failures have
occurred. We rst propose the speci cation of an ideal membership service and then transform this ideal speci cation step by step to derive
the two fail-aware speci cations that are implementable in timed asynchronous systems. In each step we address an implementation problem
or a change in the system/failure model.

1 Introduction
Roughly speaking, a membership service is supposed to provide to each process
p the names of all the processes that are in the same network partition as p
and all processes in p's network are supposed to agree on what processes are
in their partition. It is actually quite dicult to specify precisely a membership
service that makes sense in practice and that is still implementable in existing
distributed systems like a network of workstation [1]. In particular, [2] showed
that no useful membership service is implementable in time-free asynchronous
systems [2, 14], i.e. distributed systems without any notion of time and without any failure detectors. The explanation for this impossibility result is that
processes cannot decide if another process is crashed or just slow and such a
decision is necessary to achieve an agreement on the current membership.
One possible speci cation is to require that the set of process names the membership service maintains in a network partition be the set of all non crashed
processes that are in this partition. However, it is not always possible to decide if
a remote process is crashed or just slow. In practice one actually does not necessarily want to know which processes are crashed and which are not. Instead one
is typically interested in knowing which processes can communicate with each
other in a timely manner, i.e. one wants to exclude processes from the membership of a process p that are slow or that cannot communicate with p in a timely
fashion. The idea behind our derivation of a membership service speci cation is
actually to identify maximum sets of processes in the system that behave like a

synchronous system, i.e. the communication delays and process scheduling delays experienced within each set can be bounded by some given constants. We
will introduce the notion of a stable partition to refer to such a subset of processes with synchronous behavior. Since each such stable partition behaves like
a synchronous system, the processes in a stable partition can actually achieve
an agreement on what processes are in their stable partition.
In our work we use instead of the time-free [14], the timed asynchronous system model [5] which has a notion of performance failures and assumes that each
process has access to an unsynchronized local hardware clock with a bounded
drift rate. A performance failure occurs when the delay experienced by a process
or a message is greater than some a priori given constant. The system model
is asynchronous in the sense that there is no upper bound on the performance
failure frequency and hence, there actually does not exist any upper bound on
process and messages delays. As in time-free systems, in timed asynchronous
systems processes cannot necessarily decide if another process is crashed or just
slow. However, unlike for time-free systems [2], it is possible to specify and
implement practically relevant membership services in timed asynchronous systems. The fundamental reason why reasonable membership services can be implemented in timed systems is that processes can distinguish between \timely"
and \slow" processes and messages using the local hardware clocks.
The speci cation of a membership services is not trivial [1]. In particular, the
speci cations are often quite complex and sometimes the intuition of a speci cation is hard to capture. We address this problem by giving a top down derivation
of two membership services for timed asynchronous systems: a primary partition
and a partitionable membership service. We start our derivation by proposing
the speci cation of an ideal membership service and then transform this ideal
speci cation step by step to derive two \fail-aware" speci cations. In each step
we address an implementation problem or a change in the system/failure model.
The derived speci cations are implementable in timed asynchronous systems.
To reduce the complexity of the speci cation, we concentrate on a node
membership service instead of deriving a speci cation for a process membership
service: a node membership service keeps track of the computer nodes in a system
while a process membership service keeps track of all processes in the system.
A node membership service can be extended to a complete process membership
service along the lines described in [3]. We will assume that each computer node
is represented by exactly one membership server process: the node membership
service keeps track of these (server) processes.

2 Timed Systems and Partitions
In timed asynchronous systems message transmission delays and process scheduling delays are associated with time-out delays ( and ). These time-out delays
allow us to introduce performance failures, which give the terms \slow" and
\timely" message / process a precise meaning. The timed asynchronous system
model assumes the following failure model: processes have crash/performance

failure semantics and messages have omission/performance failure semantics.
Unlike in synchronous systems where the maximum frequency of performance,
omission and crash failures is a priori bounded, in timed asynchronous systems
there exist no such a priori given upper bound. The timed asynchronous system
model is an accurate description of networks of workstations [5].
Many distributed systems can partition into disjoint subsets of processes due
to network failures or excessive message and process performance failures. Each
such subset is informally referred to as a communication partition. Note that a
(communication) partition is not a partition in the mathematical sense. However,
such a partition can be viewed as one component of a mathematical partition
of the set of processes. A partition SP is called stable if the failure frequency
experienced by the processes and messages in SP is below a given threshold [13].
Processes of a stable partition are themselves called stable. At the membership
level, communication partitions are abstracted as logical partitions, that is, \wellbehaved" partitions that could be viewed as synchronous subsystems in the sense
that a membership service provides in each logical partition properties similar
to those of a synchronous membership service.
The two main goals of the partitionable membership service that we derive
are (1) to provide the processes of a stable partition SP with an approximation
of the processes in SP, and (2) to guarantee that these processes agree on their
individual approximations of SP . The speci cation that we derive will require
that the partitionable membership service creates for each stable partition SP
a logical partition and each process in SP periodically updates its member-set,
i.e. its approximation of the set of stable processes in SP . The primary partition
service ensures that at any point in time there exists at most one logical partition.
We call the services fail-aware because a process p and its clients know if p's
current member-set is \up-to-date", i.e. (1) p agrees with the other processes
in its logical partition on the membership, (2) p's local membership information contains all processes in p's stable partition, and (3) it does not contain
any crashed process and any process from another stable partition. Each stable
process is required to have an up-to-date member-set.

3 Related Work
The membership service was rst speci ed for synchronous systems in [3]. It
has also been speci ed and implemented for asynchronous systems by various
authors, e.g. see [19, 18, 15]. In [2] the authors show that it is impossible to
derive a useful speci cation for a membership service that is implementable in
time-free asynchronous systems without introducing extensions to the model like
failure detectors. The reason for that impossibility result is that a subproblem
common to any useful membership service is impossible to solve in time-free
systems. The authors of [1] discovered multiple problems in several speci cations
of membership services for time-free systems [14]. The reason for some of these
problems, for example the possibility of having \capricious" membership changes
is that time-free systems have no notion of performance failures. By contrast,

in a timed asynchronous system we can specify that a membership service is
only allowed to remove \slow" or crashed processes. In time-free systems it is
not possible to di erentiate between a \slow" and a \timely" process. Therefore,
it is dicult to specify a membership service that re ects the behavior of the
processes during an execution. For example, Neiger de nes a membership service
that is implementable in time-free systems [20]. However, there are only weak
restrictions on what processes can be removed from the membership.
For timed asynchronous systems, [16] speci ed two membership services and
showed how they can be implemented. Cristian and Schmuck speci ed in [6] a
suite of ve membership protocols for timed asynchronous systems, described
ve protocols that implement the speci cations and proved their correctness.
All ve protocols are timer driven. The speci cations we derive in this paper
are for clock driven protocols, i.e. all processes in a stable partition agree on a
common time base and change their member-set at the same clock times. The
goal of this paper is to derive a speci cation of a membership service for timed
asynchronous systems that is as strong and as similar as possible to that of clock
driven protocols for synchronous systems. The derived speci cation is in certain
respects even stronger than some synchronous membership speci cations, e.g.
that of [3], because we will require that processes agree at any point in clock time
on the current membership while [3] does only require that processes agree on
the order in which they remove or include processes. We show in [11] how the failaware speci cations that we derive in this paper can eciently be implemented
in timed asynchronous systems.
We introduced in [9] the notion of fail-awareness as a general method for
extending properties of a fault-tolerant synchronous service by an exception indicator so that the new, extended service becomes implementable in timed asynchronous systems. The idea is that each server uses its indicator to tell its clients
whether the server currently provides its standard synchronous semantics or if
it provides an exception semantics as a consequence of the occurrence of \too
many performance failures". We showed in [12] how to extend fail-awareness for
partitionable systems: (1) a service has to create for each stable partition a \logical partition" that is an approximation of the partition, and (2) the indicator
of a server does not only show if the server provides its standard semantics, it
also shows the logical partition of the server.

4 Derivation of Speci cation
To derive the speci cation of a primary partition and a partitionable fail-aware
membership service, we rst propose the speci cation of an ideal node membership service. Since we assume that there is exactly one membership server process
per computer node, when we talk about processes, we mean membership server
processes. Since a non-crashed node always runs a node membership server, it
is sucient that the servers actually keep track of the other node membership
server processes.

4.1 An Ideal Membership Service
Typically, clients of a membership service use the information provided by the
service to perform some form of load distribution or to achieve some distributed
coordination like managing the availability of distributed services [4]. A membership service should therefore provide an accurate approximation of the set of
nodes which are currently stable, i.e. nodes with a bounded performance failure
frequency and that can communicate with each other in a timely manner. Each
membership server maintains a set (we will call this set the member-set) that
contains the ids of the node membership server processes that it believes to be
in the same network partition.
Let us rst assume that the underlying system is completely synchronous,
i.e. the only failures that can occur are crash failures: (1) processes are either
crashed or non-crashed and all non-crashed processes are timely, and (2) the
message transmissions between two non-crashed processes are failure free, i.e.
all messages sent are delivered within some  time units.
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Fig.1. At any time t an ideal membership service provides each process r that is up

at t with a member-set that consists of the set of processes that are up at t. The
speci cation de nes the member-set of an any process completely by requiring that
the member-set of a process is empty whenever the process is not up.

In this system model all non-crashed processes are by de nition stable. An

ideal instantaneous membership service provides at any real-time t all non-

crashed process with the set of all non-crashed processes at t. Let us call a
crashed process \down" and a non-crashed process \up" (see Section 4.2 for a
precise de nition of \up"). The approximation of the set of up processes provided
by a membership server is called a member-set.
We can specify such an ideal instantaneous membership service by requiring

that for any process p that is up at real-time t, p's member-set be the set of up
processes at t (see Figure 1). A crashed process cannot update its member-set
and we therefore assume that the member-set of a down process is empty to
make sure that the member-set of any process is always completely de ned. In
other words, we assume that when a process crashes its member-set becomes
empty by de nition.
We use a notation similar to that suggested in [17] to write the requirements.
Let P denote the set of all processes, RT the set of all real-time values, upp (t) a
predicate that is true i p is up at real-time t, and msetp (t) process p's memberset at time t. Formally, we de ne the requirement (IM = ideal membership) of
the ideal membership service as follows:

(IM) 8p,r2P , 8t2RT:
^ upr (t) ) (p2msetr (t) () upp (t))
^: upr (t) ) msetr (t) = fg.
4.2 Detection Delay

Even in synchronous systems an ideal membership service (IM) is not implementable: since processes must communicate by exchanging messages and the
message delay is always greater than zero, the detection of the crash or recovery
of a process takes at least as long as the minimumtime to transmit a message. In
our rst transformation of (IM) we introduce a delay for the detection of crash
failures and recoveries of a process: it can take an up process r up to, say, d time
units before it detects the crash or recovery of a process p. We call constant d
the detection time and it has to be de ned by any implementation of the re ned
membership service speci cation.
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Fig. 2. An up process r can take up to d time units to detect the crash or recovery of

another process p. For d time units after p has crashed or recovered, requirement (D)
does not constrain the value of \p 2 msetr ".

Our rst transformation of (IM) results in the speci cation (D = detection
delay) that requires for any process r and any time t (see Figure 2),
{ if r is up at t, r's member-set at t contains any process p that has been up
for at least d time units,

{ if r is up at t, r's member-set at t does not contain any process p that has
not been up for at least d time units, and

{ if r is not up at t, r's member-set is empty.
Formally, we de ne the detection delay condition (D) as follows:

(D) 8p,r2P , 8t2RT:
^ upr (t) ) ^ (8s2[t-d,t]: upp (s)) ) p2msetr (t)
^ (8s2[t-d,t]::upp(s)) ) p62msetr (t)
^: upr (t) ) msetr (t) = fg.

An implication of the above speci cation (D) is that when a process p transitions between modes down and up with a frequency greater than 1=d, p may
or may not be in the member-set of the up processes (see Figure 3). We assume
that a crashed process stays down for at least d time units. In this way, the
crash of a process p always results in p's removal from the member-set of all
up processes. Note that this assumption is reasonable because the restart of a
process takes a certain amount of time (which is typically already longer than
d and otherwise, can be extended to at least d). On the other hand, one cannot
exclude that a process p that recovers does not crash again within d time units.
In this case, the up processes do not necessarily include p in their member-sets
because they might not detect that p has recovered before p crashes again.
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Fig.3. Since (D) does not constrain if p is in or out of a member-set for d time units

after p has crashed or recovered, an up process r may not include a process p in its
member-set when p is up for less than d time units. Each crash of p is actually detected
because we assume that it takes a process more than d time units to recover from a
crash.

In the next subsections we address several problems of speci cation (D)
(agreement, oscillations, and initialization) and solve these problems by extending (D) by two additional requirements (A) and (S).

Agreement Let p and q be two processes that both recover in interval [s; s+d]
and that both crash in interval [t; t+d] and let r and o be two processes that are
up. If a process recovers or crashes, an up process can take up to d time units
to update its member-set. Hence, r and o do not necessarily agree if p or q rst

recovered/crashed. Reaching agreement on the order of removals and inclusions
of processes is essential for some clients such as availability managers [4].
We address this problem by extending speci cation (D) by another requirement (A = agreement) that enforces that all up processes agree on the order in
which they remove or add processes to their member-sets. Formally, we require
that at any time t, all processes that are up at t have the same member-set
at t. Since the member-set of any process that is not up has to be empty, two
processes also agree on the member-set when both are not up. We can therefore
express the agreement condition (A) as follows:

(A) 8r,q2P , 8t2RT: upr (t) = upq (t)
) msetr (t) = msetq (t).
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Fig. 4. Condition (D) requires that the any two up processes r and q detect the transi-

tions of any process p within d time units. Condition (A) requires that r and q change
their member-sets at the same time.

The speci cation (D,A) consisting of conditions (D) and (A) requires that
all up processes detect the crash or recovery of a process within d time units
and that the resulting membership changes be performed at the same time at all
membership servers (see Figure 4). Note that even though the processes have to
agree on the order of removals and inclusions of processes in their member-sets,
this order is not necessarily the real order in which the processes actually have
crashed or recovered. However, the processes can at most disagree with the real
order of two events when these events occurred within d time units of each other.

Oscillations Each change of the member-set can increases the workload of the

clients of the membership service. For example, a member-set change can require
an availability manager to start some services that were running on a crashed
node [4]. Hence, one wants to avoid capricious membership changes to avoid
unnecessary work. The above speci cation (D,A) allows the up processes to
capriciously include and remove a crashed or recovered process p for up to d
time units after the process crashed or recovered, respectively (see Figure 5).
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Fig.5. Speci cation (D,A) allows that a process p that has recovered or has crashed

can be capriciously removed from and included in the membership for up to d time
units.

Ideally, we would like to strengthen the speci cation (D,A) so that each
transition of a process q results in exactly one membership state change in the
sense that (1) when q transitions to up at real-time s, this results in exactly one
inclusion of q in the membership before s + d, and (2) when q crashes at t, this
results in exactly one removal of q before t + d. However, a membership service
can only achieve exactly one membership change per transition of q when the
frequency of q's transitions is bounded. Hence, we can only require that there
be at most one membership change per process transition. We achieve this by
requiring that there exist a constant nc (\no change") such that when a process
q is removed from (or included in) the membership at some time t, process q
stays out (or in) the membership for at least nc time units. We require that nc
is more than 21 of the detection time d, i.e.:
9f > 21 : nc  f d.
d
This implies that nc > 2 for d > 0 and removes the possibility of oscillations
(see Figure 6) since any capricous membership change takes 2nc > d time units.
Note that for d = 0 speci cation (D; A) does not allow capricous membership
changes (even though nc might be only d2 ) because the membership has to change
instantaneously whenever a process crashes or recovers { leaving no time for
capricous membership changes.
We extend the speci cation (D,A) by the following stability condition: for
any process p that is up at some time t and any process q, there exists an interval
[s; s + nc] such that t is in that interval and for any time u in that interval, (A)
if q was in the member-set of p at t, then q has to be in p's member-set at u
unless p is not up at u, and (B) if q was not in the member-set of p at t, then q
must not be in p's member-set at u (unless p is not up at u but in this case (D)
requires the member-set of p to be empty),

(S) 8p,q2P , 8t2RT: upp(t)
) 9s: sts+nc, 8u2[s,s+nc]
^ q 2 msetp (t) ^ upp (u) ) q 2 msetp (u)
^ q 62 msetp (t) ^ upp (u) ) q 62 msetp (u).
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Fig. 6. For nc > d2 requirement (S) guarantees that for each transition of a process
q there is at most one transition in the membership because any capricious change
requires 2nc > d time units.

Comparison of Speci cations The ideal membership speci cation (IM) can

be viewed as a special case of the relaxed speci cation (D,A,S). In particular,
(IM) obviously implies the detection delay condition (D) for any detection time
d  0:
IM ) 8d  0 : D.
Condition (IM) implies that for any time t and any processes r and q that are up
at t, the member-sets msetr (t) and msetq (t) contain exactly all processes that
are up at time t, i.e. processes r and q implicitly agree at any time on the current
membership: msetr (t) = msetq (t). Therefore, (IM) also implies the agreement
condition (A).
On one hand, the ideal membership speci cation requires that a crash of a
process results in its instantaneous removal and a recovery of a process in its
instantaneous inclusion into the membership. On the other hand, the stability
condition (S) requires that a process has to stay for at least nc  d2 time units in
the membership before it is removed from the membership. Hence, if a process
can crash in less than nc time units after it has recovered, (IM) does not imply
(S). However, (IM) implies the stability condition (S) for d = 0 because in this
case nc can be set to zero:
IM ^ d = 0 ) 8f > 12 ; 9nc  fd : S.
Note that if an implementation were satisfying speci cation (D,A,S) for a
zero detection time, i.e. d = 0, this implementation would also satisfy condition
(IM) since
D ^ d = 0 ) IM.
In summary,the relationship between the two speci cations (IM) and (D,A,S)
can be expressed as follows:
IM , 9d : d = 0 ^ D ^ A ^ S.
In other words, the ideal membership speci cation (IM) can be seen as a special
case of speci cation (D,A,S) that requires the detection time to be zero.

Initialization The next problem we address is that a process p that recovers

from a crash, cannot have instantaneously a member-set that contains exactly
all up processes. We have to allow that p can take up to, say, x time units before
its member-set is up to date (see Figure 7). Moreover, p should not be included
in the membership before its member-set is up to date.
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Fig.7. A recovering process needs up to x time units to update its member-set. Condi-

tion (D) requires the member-set of a recovering process q to be empty, i.e. even when
some other process p is up for more than d time units while q recovers, q has to set is
member-set to empty.

To solve this problem, we assume that a process is in one of the following three
modes: crashed, recovering, and up (see Figure 8). A process p that recovers from
a crash, transitions to mode \recovering". Process p has to update its memberset and then to switch to mode \up" within x time units (unless p crashes within
these x time units). When a process p is in mode \crashed" or \recovering", we
say that p is down.
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Fig. 8. Modes and mode transitions of a process.

The introduction of a recovering mode solves the above initialization problem
in the following way. When process p crashes, it is removed from the membership
within d time units. Since we assume that a process is crashed for at least d time
units, when p recovers from its crash, it is already removed from the membership.
As long as p is in mode \recovering" it just sets its member-set to the empty set
as required by (D) and p has up to x time units to update its member-set. Before
p can be included in the membership again, condition (D) also requires that p
has to transition to mode \up" rst. In other words, p can only be included in
the membership after it has updated its member-set and switched to mode up.

4.3 Internal Time Base

A major implementation problem with the above speci cation (D,A,S) is that
even in synchronous systems one cannot enforce that the processes change their
member-sets at the same time [7]. The best one can guarantee is that two processes change their member-sets within, say, time units of each other (see
Figure 9). Thus, we relax the requirement (A) by replacing real-time by \clock
time". We assume the existence of an internal time base provided by an internal clock synchronization service and require that all up processes change
their member-sets at identical clock times instead of identical real-times. In
other terms, we use the internal time base to guarantee that processes change
their member-set within some real-time units of each other. While for synchronous systems the internal time base is based on deterministic internal clock
synchronization, for asynchronous systems we base it on fail-aware internal clock
synchronization (speci cation given below) [9].
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Fig. 9. The best temporal agreement two up processes can achieve is : their member-set changes can be up to apart from each other.
Each process p has a clock Cp . We denote the set of clock time values by
CT and represent process p's clock by a function Cp : RT ! CT. Internal clock
synchronization is speci ed by two requirements: the bounded deviation (BD)
and bounded drift rate (BR) requirement. At any time t, the deviation between

the clocks of two up processes has to be bounded by an a priori given constant
:
(BD) 8p,q2P , 8t2RT: upp (t) = upp (t) 6= false

) j Cp (t) - Cq (t) j  .

The drift from real-time of the clock of an up process is at most , where   1
is an a priori given constant:
(BR) 8p2P , 8s,t2RT: s < t ^ upp (s) = upq (t) 6= false
) (t-s)(1-)Cp (t)-Cp (s)(t-s)(1+).
Requirement (BR) implies that the time base is strictly monotonic increasing,
i.e.
8p2P , 8s,t2RT: s<t ^ upp (s) = upp (t) 6= false
) Cp (s)<Cp (t).
This can be achieved by using continuous clock amortization in our internal clock
synchronization protocol [21]. In what follows, we use S; T; U; V to denote clock
times while we use s; t; u; v to denote real-times.
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Fig.10. The speci cation of the internal time base guarantees that two processes show
the same value S within = (1 + ) .

Using an internal time base, two processes p and q can achieve a temporal
agreement of = (1 + ) (see Figure 10): when two processes p and q change
their member-set at clock time S, these changes are at most real-time units
apart because (1) for any time s such that Cp(s) = S, (BD) implies that Cq (s) 2
[S , ; S + ], and (2) since the drift rate of Cq is at least ,, Cq shows S within
(1 + ) real-time units.

4.4 Synchronous Membership Service
We can use the concept of an internal time base to transform requirement (A) so
that it becomes implementable in completely synchronous systems, i.e. systems
in which processes can crash but neither processes nor messages su er performance failures. This transformation replaces real-time by clock time (see Figure
11).
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Fig. 11. We make the speci cation implementable by using clock time instead of
real-time in (A): processes change their member-set at the same clock time instead
of real-time.

The speci cation of a synchronous membership service consists of the two
conditions (D,S) and the (SA = synchronous agreement) condition that is dened by:

(SA) 8s,t2RT, 8p,q2P :
^ Cp (s) = Cq (t)
^ upp (s) = upq (t)
) msetp (s) = msetq (t).

This speci cation (D,SA,S) is implementable in completely synchronous systems: the protocol proposed in [11] guarantees (D,SA,S) as long as the underlying
system is completely synchronous. The speci cation implies that all up processes
agree on the order in which they remove and include processes in their membersets and that two up processes change their member-set within real-time units
of each other. Figure 12 shows a possible behavior of a service that satis es
(D,SA,S).

Comparison of Speci cations We want to compare conditions (SA) and (A).

If clocks were perfectly synchronized with real-time, the following condition (PC
= perfect clock) would hold:
(PC) 8p : Cp(t) = t.
Condition (PC) implies the bounded deviation (BD) and bounded drift condition
(BR) for any maximum deviation  0 and any maximum drift rate   0.
The idea behind speci cation (D,A,S) is that processes have perfectly synchronized clocks that allow processes to change their member-sets at the same
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Fig.12. A synchronous membership service guarantees that all up processes see the
same membership changes at the same time and that up processes remove a crashed
 d(1 + ) clock time units.
or include a recovered process within D =

time. The relation between the the two speci cations (D,A,S) and (D,SA,S) can
therefore be expressed as follows:
D ^ A ^ S , 9C : PC ^ D ^ SA ^ S.
Speci cation (D,A,S) can be seen as a special case of speci cation (D,AS,S) that
requires each process to have a perfect clock.

4.5 Asynchronous Systems
An implementation of the above synchronous speci cation (D,SA,S) requires
that up processes be timely and that they can communicate with each other
in a timely manner. For example, the detection delay condition (D) requires a
timely communication between processes to make sure that a crash of a process
is detected within d time units while no up process is removed from the membership. In asynchronous systems however it cannot be assumed that up processes
are always timely or can always communicate with each other in a timely manner. We have to relax the speci cation so that it becomes implementable in
timed asynchronous systems [5], i.e. systems in which (1) all processes have a
local hardware clock with a bounded drift rate, and (2) message transmissions
and process scheduling delays are associated with time-out delays to de ne performance failures. We transform the synchronous speci cation (D,SA,S) into a
fail-aware asynchronous speci cation which becomes implementable in timed
asynchronous systems.
Fail-awareness [9] is a general method for transforming a synchronous service
speci cation into a speci cation that is implementable in a timed asynchronous
system (see [9]). We apply this method to transform the speci cation (D,SA,S)
into a fail-aware speci cation (AD,AA,AS,AT): instead of requiring that the
speci cation be satis ed by all up processes, we will require that (1) it be satis ed

by each process p that has an indicator Mp that is true, and (2) each \stable"
process must have an indicator that is true. A \stable" process is up, meets all
its deadlines, and can communicate with \some set of processes" in a timely
manner. Note that a crashed process is never stable. A process that is neither
stable nor crashed is called unstable.
We assume that the implementationde nes a predicate stablePartition(Q; s; t)
that evaluates to true if and only if the set of processes Q forms a stable partition
during interval [s; t]. Formally, a process p is stable in some given interval [s; t]
if and only if p is in some stable partition Q during [s; t]:
p stable in [s,t] , 9Q : p 2 Q ^ stablePartition(Q; s; t).
We assume that whenever a process p is stable in some interval [s; t], then p has
also to be up in [s; t]. In other words, whenever p is not up, p cannot be stable.
This takes care of the general idea that a crashed process cannot be stable. In
the literature there exists di erent examples of stability predicates [6, 8, 9]. For
example, -stable [9] de nes that a set SP of processes form a stable partition
i
{ SP contains a majority of processes, and during I
{ all processes in SP are timely,
{ they can communicate with each other in a timely manner, and
{ all messages sent to processes in SP from processes outside of SP are detectably late, i.e. can be detected by the processes in SP as being sent by
processes outside of SP because their transmission delay is greater than
some  >  (see [10]).
Our derivation of the speci cation of a fail-aware membership service is independent of the stability predicate used by an implementation of the service. We
designed and implemented a membership protocol for predicate -stable [11].
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Fig. 13. The indicator of a crashed process is by de nition false. A stable process has
to set its indicator to true within x time units. An unstable process may have a true
or a false indicator.
Synchronous internal clock synchronization as de ned by the speci cation
(BD,BR) is not implementable in timed asynchronous systems. However, the
speci cation can be transformed into a fail-aware speci cation (FD,FR) that is
implementable in timed asynchronous systems [9]. The idea is that the clock of

a process p has only to be synchronized at some time t when p's indicator Mp (t)
is true at t
(FD) 8p,q2P , 8t2RT: Mp(t) = Mq (t) 6= false

) j Cp (t) - Cq (t) j  .

The drift between real-time and the clock of a process with an up-to-date indicator is at most , where   1 is an a priori given constant:
(FR) 8p2P , 8s,t2RT: s < t ^ Mp (s) = Mp (t) 6= false
) (t-s)(1-)Cp (t)-Cp (s)(t-s)(1+).
The speci cation of a fail-aware primary partition membership service requires that

{ each process p maintains an indicator Mp showing if p's member-set is currently up-to-date (Mp is true) or out-of-date (Mp is false),

{ the indicator of any process that is stable for at least x time units is true and

the indicator of a process that is not up is assumed to be false (see Figure
13),
{ any processes that has a true indicator includes in its member-set all processes that have a true indicator for at least d time units and its member-set
does not contain any process that has a false indicator for d or more time
units,
{ two processes that have a true indicator at clock time T, have the same
member-set at T, and
{ when a process p includes a process q in its member-set, then p keeps q in its
member-set for at least nc time units (unless p cannot keep its member-set
up-to-date), and when p removes q from its member-set, then p keeps q out
of its member-set for at least nc time units.
Formally, we can transform speci cation (D, SA, S) into a new speci cation (AD, AA, AS, AT) be replacing predicate up with an indicator M and
adding timeliness condition (AT). The speci cation of a fail-aware primary partition membership service (AD,AA,AS,AT) requires the following conditions to
be satis ed:

(AD) 8p,r2P , 8t2RT:
^ Mr (t) ) ^ (8s2[t-d,t]: Mp (s)) ) p2msetr (t)
^ (8s2[t-d,t]::Mp(s)) ) p62msetr (t)
^: Mr (t) ) msetr (t) = fg.
(AA) 8s,t2RT, 8p,q2P :
^ Cp (s) = Cq (t)
^ Mp (s) = Mq (t)
) msetp (s) = msetq (t).
(AS) 8p,q2P , 8t2RT: Mp(t)
) 9s: sts+nc, 8u2[s,s+nc]
^ q 2 msetp (t) ^ Mp (u) ) q 2 msetp (u)
^ q 62 msetp (t) ^ Mp (u) ) q 62 msetp (u).

The asynchronous membership speci cation introduces a new condition (AT
= asynchronous timeliness) that excludes trivial solutions like setting the indicators of all processes to false. Any process p that is in a stable partition for at
least x time units has to set its indicator Mp to true and whenever p is not up,
its indicator has to be false.

(AT) 8p2P , 8t2RT, 8QP :
^ :upp (t) ) :Mp (t)
^ stablePartition(Q,t-x,t) ^ p2Q ) Mp (t).

Note that this condition requires that whenever a process p is in a stable partition, it has to be up. Otherwise, this condition cannot be satis ed because p's
indicator would have to be true and false at the same time. This condition also
requires that one has to de ne that the indicator of a crashed process is assumed
to be false.
Processes have to exchange messages to keep their member-sets up-to-date.
Thus, processes in di erent communication partitions cannot agree on a common
member-set because they cannot communicate with each other. Since at any
clock time T all processes that have an up-to-date member-set agree on their
member-set by requirement (AA), the speci cation de nes a \primary partition"
membership service in the sense that processes in at most one partition can have
an up-to-date member-set. The partition in which the processes can keep their
member-sets up-to-date is called the primary partition.

4.6 Partitionable Systems
Due to space restrictions, we cannot include in this paper the derivation step for
partitionable systems. Please, get the complete paper via the internet:
http://www-cse.ucsd.edu/users/cfetzer/DFAMS/dfams.html

5 Conclusion
We derived the speci cations of two fail-aware membership services that are implementable in timed asynchronous systems. These speci cations are very similar
to the speci cation of a synchronous membership service. All processes that are
stable (\timely") have to keep their member-sets up-to-date. Slow processes that
cannot keep their member-set up-to-date, have to signal this to their clients so
that the clients know that they cannot use the information provided by their
membership server. For example, a process with an out-of-date membership is
not allowed to participate in an election protocol that is based on the membership.
The derivation consists of four major steps. We rst de ned an ideal instantaneous membership service that provides processes with a perfect view of
what processes are currently up. We transformed that ideal speci cation to derive a speci cation that is implementable in timed asynchronous systems. The
rst derivation step introduces non-zero detection times: processes have up to
d time units to detect the crash or the recovery of another process. The second

step introduces approximately synchronized clocks: instead of requiring perfect
clocks, processes are now allowed to use clocks that are up to apart from each
other. The third step introduces the possibility that processes cannot keep up
with the other processes due to performance failures: a process that cannot keep
up, is allowed to signal this condition to its clients to let them know that they
cannot depend on the information provided by the process. The nal derivation
step makes sure that processes in di erent network partitions can make progress
independently of each other: processes are allowed to name their local partition
and have only to agree on the set of processes that are in their local partition.
We showed in [11] that the two derived fail-aware speci cations allow an
ecient implementation in timed asynchronous systems. Like time-free systems,
timed asynchronous systems do not allow processes to decide if another process
is crashed or just slow. The reason why timed asynchronous systems allow the
implementation of a useful membership service while time-free system (without
being extended by a failure detector) do not [2] is mainly due to the availability
of hardware clocks and the use of conditional timeliness requirements: in timefree systems one requires that when a process q crashes, at least one process
will eventually install a new view [2] while in timed systems we require that
each stable process p will remove q from its member-set in a bounded amount of
time. Since stable processes have the same \synchronicity" as the processes of a
synchronous systems, they can achieve an agreement that q has to be removed
from the membership within a bounded amount of time.
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